Daily Activity Reporting

Manage Daily Activities and Events and Update in Real Time

Easily Generate Logs and Events of any kind

Daily Activity Reporting

CAPTURE AND RECORD EVENTS DETAILS IN REAL TIME

Quickly and easily capture various events in a simple event logging interface. Transparently create unique logs for each event type. Define limitless types of events and customize fields for each event. Capture persons involved with each event, times, dates, details, etc. Easily add additional details to events as they become known. Optionally capture start and end times of events. Easily generate logs and reports per shift, day, week, etc.

CAPTURE AND UTILIZE

- Track and Capture Any Event
- Instantly Recall Any Day or Shift
- Attach Photos, Media, and Files
- Chart and Graph Daily Activity

STRUCTURE AND CONTROL

- Enforce State and Federal Guidelines
- Review, Reject, and Approve Reports
- Configurable Notifications and Alerts
- Complete Audit Trail of All Activity

ANALYTICS AND REPORTING

- Create Charts and Graphs
- Schedule and Customize Reports
- Analyze Data for Trends
- Measure and Demonstrate Effectiveness

“

Daily Activity Reporting is a critical requirement for many operations. With CIP Reporting you’re able to easily track endless events, activities, and tasks into the appropriate logs at the click of a mouse.
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